6 September 2019

Dear Parents

The totally unacceptable level of violence
and especially gender based violence in
our land have again been highlighted this
week, magnified by the brutal and tragic
events that occurred very close to home.
Our SACS community has expressed its
shock and outrage and there have been
some very genuine gestures from our
boys.
Today we reminded ourselves that a
gesture remains just that, a gesture,
unless it translates into positive and
permanent lived action. Let us challenge
ourselves to actively promote values of
empathy, care and compassion at all
times.

Joshua Grieveson and Ryan Ball
placed third in the relay of The
Crazy Store Table Mountain 46km
Trail Challenge 46km on Sunday.
Whilst Joshua and Simon Bean
competed
in
the
Western
Province Country Championships
on Saturday.
Joshua placed
sixteenth and Simon twenty-second.

Ben van Wyk and
Joshua
Myburgh
competed in the 2019
Western
Province
Longboard
Surfing
Championship held
at
Muizenberg.
Joshua was awarded
second place and
Ben third position in
the finals of the U16
Boys’ Division.
Last week the Happy Hearts tutoring ended the term with a soccer match (pictured above right) where our boys
were taught a few lessons. It was a great way to connect with the Happy Hearts students and strengthen the
bond between the academy and our school. The FIFA tournament ended with Shuaib Sulaiman taking the honours
and being the one to beat next year. Proceeds have gone to the We Care Challenge.
The response to the sanitary pad drive has been overwhelming and interact will be able to supply all those we
intended to with sanitary pads. We are also looking into providing the girls of Zanewonga with Mcups, a more
sustainable approach that will give us the opportunity to have an afternoon of conversation around the challenges
the girls face at Zanewonga.
Stuart Barnard
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Mr Anthony Lister would like to appeal to parents for donations of boots (preferably brown) and step-out shirts (longsleeved) for the sentries for Commemoration Day. These are items the Cape Town Highlanders are unable to supply
and, although we can do without them, they certainly add to the dignity of the occasion.
Yours sincerely

B.J. GRANT
HEADMASTER

Have you ever sat back for a moment and wondered how the school badge and
our rugby jersey originated? That small badge and jersey that is today worn by
SACS scholars, as well as University of Cape Town students (they have a white
collar and cuffs). Yes, that badge that has been worn by some of the most famous
South Africans, not only by brilliant academics but also by great sportsmen!
The origin of the badge dates from 1858. The College had been growing steadily
since its foundation in 1829, and Dr Dale, who was a Professor at the College,
approached the Surveyor General, Mr C Bell, who was also an authority on
heraldry, for suggestions for a suitable design for a College crest or coat-of-arms,
which could be inscribed on cups and medals. Mr Bell produced a clay model,
but when Dr Dale left the College the clay model of the badge was put aside and
completely forgotten, until some 30 years later in 1888, when it was discovered by
Professor Foot, who was on the College Council. It was immediately introduced as the school badge and with minor
alterations is still worn today.
In 1909 an article from Sir Henry Juta’s paper appeared in the school magazine and it described the origin of our rugby jersey:
‘When SACS first met Bishops, they were always dressed in their colours, a dark blue, while SACS turned out in whatever
each man fancied or possessed. The result was kaleidoscopic – a proper uniformity had to be established, so a deputation
visited Cape Town shops to select jerseys. It was only at Peter Hodgsen’s, at the corner of Adderley and Church Streets, that
jerseys in sufficient numbers, although only in two sizes, could be found. The colour was the now well-known zebra white-anddark blue alternating stripes. As the annual contest with Bishops was fast approaching the jerseys were bought and the rest
is history!’
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‘At the end of this school year the Janitor will “toll the knell
of the parting day” for the last time; the last war-cry will
resound throughout the hall and then all will be silent. I am
not prophesying the end of the world, but I am referring to
the fact that by next year the school will have completed the
move to Newlands and the campus on Monte Bello.
This will be the last edition of the magazine to be issued
from the Orange Street buildings. At such a time as this,
therefore, it seems fitting to cast one last ling’ring look
behind before we begin a new era of the school’s history.
Exactly 130 years ago, on October 1st 1829, the South
African College was opened. Education took place in the
old Orphan House in Long Street, which had been altered
and renovated at a cost of 1,225 rixdalers (approximately 92
pounds).
By 1870 the College began to feel the strain of providing
both elementary and higher education for Cape Town’s
youth. On July 4 1874, the South African College School
came into being. At the time the school consisted of two
rooms just behind the present building. Dr John Shaw, who
was Headmaster of the school at Colesberg, was appointed
Headmaster.

The next important date in the school’s history is 1895. It was
then that the building of a section of the present Orange
Street buildings was commenced. The accompanying
diagram from Professor Ritchie’s “History of the South
African College School” indicates the manner in which the
school grew and gives the dates when the various rooms
were added.
In July 1899 the Matriculation classes were taken over by the
school – there was concern whether the school would cope,
but all went well. In 1903 the College obtained a government
loan and purchased the Wandel Street property for 17 500
pounds.
There the Junior School was built and Mr G.B. Kipps became
the first Headmaster.
This brief history brings us to the present moment when we
are once more on the move. The spacious grounds at
Newlands and the buildings which are now nearing
completion stand as a fitting tribute to our founders. The third
‘new’ Rosedale over the last eighty years has just been
completed; but, however, many ‘Rosedales’ may be built in
the future there will always be the same heritage – one spirit
and one SACS !’
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Next week sees the Matric Class of 1969 celebrate their 50th Reunion.
Under the direction of Brian Fuchs, Trevor Fish, Dirk Kemp, Paul de
Villiers and Peter Bourne, who are the trustees, the group, both locally
and from overseas, are funding a pupil (now in Grade 11) with regard
to academic and boarding fees – an amount of over R100 000 per
annum! The school salutes the Class of ’69 (and those other
classes/individuals who are also so generous and who do likewise) for
this magnificent gesture!
The pictures are of the following:
A Matric results and some awards
B School Prefects - Head Prefect, Dirk Kemp, became a Rhodes
Scholar
C Art and creative writing
D The Senior Band
E First Hockey Team (P12 W7 L3 D2 GF 24 GA 17)
F Triangular Athletics Team
G First Water Polo Team
H First Rugby Team (P16 W12 L2 D2 PF 228 PA 108)
Full Blues to Charlaff, Feldwick-Davis, Fish, Joffe, Le Brun, Morison,
Muller, Prosser, Rauch, Swingler, Webbstock - beat Paul Roos
Gymnasium 14 – 0
I First Cricket Team and Queenstown tour report
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